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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behavior as c-+ 03 of the 
eigenvalues h of the integral equation 
&h(y) = + j)(x) sin;M-$ dx (I y I < c). 
It will be convenient to change (1) by the substitutions 
c = a2, x = as, y = at, 444 = f(s) 
to 
xf(t) = $ j~,f(p~‘“; t, as. 
This equation arises in the following problem: Let F EL~(- a, a), 
s a /F(s)12ds = 1, --a 
Put 
G(t) = -$= 11 F(s) eist ds 
7r a 
(G is a “band-limited signal”). Then direct calculation gives 
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A well-known variational principle says that the maximum of the expres- 
sion (4) for F varying in L2( - a, u) subject to (3) is attained when F is equal 
to an eigenfunction of (2) belonging to the largest eigenvalue /\s of (2), and 
further 
A, = max 
s 
a / G(t) I2 dt. 
-a 
(The existence of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (2) is assured by the 
general theory of integral equations with symmetric Dkernel.) 
The problem of maximising (4) under the condition (3) is of some engineer- 
ing interest and has therefore been treated by several authors [l-4]. In 
particular, it was found that the eigenfunctions of (2) are closely related to a 
known system of special functions, the prolate spheroidal wave functions. 
A summary of the known results which will be required later is given in 
Theorem A of Section I. 
An investigation of the eigenvalues of (1) is of interest also, because (1) 
is a convolution integral equation of the form 
h+(y) = j-’ +(x) k(x - y) dx. 
-c 
(5) 
Equations of this type, and in particular the behavior of their eigenvalues 
as c---f a have been intensively studied by H. Widom, S. Patter, and many 
others (see [5] and literature cited there). In all of this work it is assumed 
that K(u) EL( - m,m) and that the Fourier transform K(u) of R(u) has a 
dominant maximum at v = 0, where 
K(v) = K(0) - 6 1 v p + o(l v I”) (a > 0) 
as v -+ 0. Under these hypotheses the asymptotic behavior of the mth 
eigenvalue of (5) is given by 
ha = w9 - /A&-= + o(c-Q) (c j co), (6) 
where /3,,, is independent of c. For the equation (1) the hypotheses which 
were mentioned above are not satisfied: 
is not in L( - 03, -) and 
k(u) = sin U/VU 
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The eigenvalues of (1) h s ow a behavior which is quite different from the 
behavior described by (6). I shall prove 
THEOREM 1. Let h >A >A >A 0, 1, 2, 3 ... be the eigenvalues of the integral 
equation (I). Then 
1 -Ah, - 4,r1/2 f.p(n!)-l a2n+1e-2az a-co; a” =c. 
Throughout the proof the letter K will stand for a positive number inde- 
pendent of a, but possibly depending on n. The value of K need not be the 
same at every occurrence. 
I. SUMMARY OF KNOWN RESULTSANDTHE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONFOR~,. 
The following theorem summarises known results about the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions of the integral equation (2). 
THEOREM A. The eigenvalues of (2) form a denumerable set A,, , A, , **. 
They satisfy 
1 >h,>A,>h,...>O. (l-1) 
To each Aj belongs a real-valued e&nfunction fi(t), unique up to a factor i 1 
and such that 
s a fj(t)fdt) dt = aj, (j, k = 0, 1, 2, *a*). (14 --a 
The function fj(t) is even, ;fj is even, odd if j is odd. 
The function fn(t) also satisfies 
inpcL fn(t) =d~ 
f 
a 
--(I fn(s) eistds, (l-3) 
where 
By means of (1.3) fn(t) is de$ned as an entire function of the complex 
variable t. 
Write L for the differential operator 
Ly(t) = & / (t2 - a2) $ 1 + a2t2y. (1.4) 
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The eigenvalue problem 
LY = XY (-m<t<a), (1.5) 
has eigenvalues 
y(t) continuous for all real t, 
O<X~<,y1<“‘. 
The corresponding eigenfunctions are fo(t), fJt), *.a respectively. 
As a-+00 
xn = (2n + 1) a2 + O(1) (n = 0, 1, 2, **a). WJ) 
If the parameter a is allowed to vary, then fn(t) = fn(t, a) is a continuous 
functionoftandain--<t<<,a>l. 
All the statements of Theorem A with the exception of (1.6) and the final 
remark are proved in [3]. It is also shown there that fn(t) is expressible in 
terms of prolate spheroidal wave functions. In the notation of [6] 
f%(t) = fn(t, a) = (2n + ’ “’ 7) 2% ($ a4) , (1.7) 
xn = xn(a) = &(a”) + a4. (1.8) 
The last remark of Theorem A follows at once from the stronger statement 
that ps,,(u; 7s) is an entire function of the two complex variables u and 
y2 [6, p. 2211. And (1.6) follows from the asymptotic development of h,(a4) 
given in [6], Chap. 3, Theorem 9, p. 2431 (here y = a2, m = 0). The same 
theorem also yields the asymptotic expansions 
fn(t, a) = (2nn!7r1/2)-1/2 &(t) + O(a-3/2) (a + -9, w4 
fA(t, a) = (2nn!7r1/2)-1/2 #h(t) + O(a-1) (a + oo), (1.10) 
uniformly in - a < t < a. Here 
d n q&(t) = (- l)ne*8/2 - e-ta ( 1 dt 
= I-I,(t) e-t”/2 (1.11) 
= (2qn + . ..) e-ca/2, 
where I&(t) is the nth Hermite polynomial. 
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The principal idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is contained in 
LEMMA 1. The nth eigenvalue of (2), considered as function of a satisfies 
& x = 4&f&) = %f,2(a, a). (1.12) 
PROOF. Where it seems necessary the dependence on the parameter a 
will be emphasized by writing fn(t, a), pm(a) *a* in place of fn(t), p,, ‘-a . 
Let b > a. Multiply (1.3) by fn(t, b) and integrate from - b to b: 
inp&) /Ibffl(t, a) fdt, h) dt = & /Iafn(sp a) ds 1” -b fn(t, b) eisfdt 
a = %@) I fn(s, a)f&, b) & -0 
by (1.3). Since fn(t, a) fn(t, b) is an even function of t, this can be rewritten as 
(,4) - Iln(4) ]“_afn(~p a)f&, 6 ds = 344 lb f&, a)f&, 4 ds. 
a 
Divide by b - a, let b + a + 0. By the continuity properties of fn described 
in Theorem A and by (1.2), 
f fn(s, a)f+&, b) ds -+ 1’ f,%, a) ds = 1 
-a -a 




0 da = lili+o pw(b) - pn(a) = 2p, fi(a, a). b-a 




= pno pn(b) - pda) = 2p, fz(a, a). 
b-a 
That is to say that dp,,jda exists and 
dpn 
x = 2hf,2(a, a). 
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The lemma follows on multiplying both sides by 211, and remembering 
A, = pi . 
It is now easy to derive the behavior of h, as a -+ 00 by integration of 
(1.12), provided a sufficiently accurate approximation to fJa, a) is known. 
The estimate (1.9) is not sufficient for this purpose. 
II. ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS FORK, 
An estimate off,“(a) will be obtained by the comparison of two different 
asymptotic expressions for fn(iu) ( w + m), one derived from (1.3), the other 
from an application of the WKB method to the differential equation satisfied 
bYfn* 
LEMMA 2. As w+ + CO 
inpn fn(iw) = f --&f%(a) G + O(ea%-2). (2.1) 
PROOF. In (1.3) put t = iw. Two integrations by parts on the right hand 
side of the resulting equation combined with the fact that fn( - a) = -l f,(a) 
yield the result. . 
The next lemma shows that the approximation (1.9) to fn(t) is applicable 
to imaginary values of t in a certain range. 
LEMMA 3. 
fn(t) = (2%!7r19-l~2cjn(t) + o(1) (2.2) 
f;(t) = p&$i’L --1/J ) ‘ ax4 + o(l), (2.3) 
uniformly in 1 t 1 < (log a) l13. Here &(t) is defined in (1.11). 
PROOF. Since fn and 4, are either both odd or both even, there is a con- 
stant C = C,(a) such that 
satisfies 
r(t) =f&) - G&) 
By (1.9) and (1.10) 
y(0) = y’(0) = 0. 
C = (2nn!7r1/2)-1/2 + @a-l) (a -+ 00). (2.4) 
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By means of Theorem A and of well-known recurrence relations for the 
Hermite polynomials it is easily verified that y(t) satisfies 
d [(P - a2) Jg] + u‘vy = xny + r(t) z (2.5) 
where 
r(t) = 4n-4w + PM) + Yha+4(4 (& = 0 fork < 0) (2.6) 
and 
% A Y = O(l) (u + co). 
We shall prove Lemma 3 by using the method of successive approxima- 
tions. Put 
All three functions are increasing functions of 1 t 1 and by (1.11) and (2.6) 
BY W), 
m(t) < K ( t [n+4 el t12/2 (I t I > 1). (2.7 
K 1 t I2 < k(t) < K 1 t I2 (I t I > 1). (2.8) 
Integrate (2.5) along the straight line segment from 0 to u: 
(u” - a2)y’(u) = (” (xn - a”~“) y(v) du + [” Y(O) dv. 
Hence, for 
JO JO 
1 24 1 < 2-% 
I Y’(U) I < k2 j: 
I Y’(U) 
I xn - h2 I I Y(O) I I de, l + 2c2 s: I Y(W) I IdvI, 
I < k(u) jr’ Y(v) dc + a-%n(u) I u 1. (2.9) 
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Hence, in 
1 t 1 < 2-1’%, 
w = ,zy:lyt, Ire4 I 
=suP~S:y’(u)duj<k(t)S~‘duS%‘Y(w)~~+~u-2m(t)/t12. 
(2.10) 
As a first step we replace Y(o) in (2.10) by Y(t) and obtain 
Y(t) < K(t) Y(t) q I t I2 + c2 m(t) 7 - (2.11) 
Next in (2.11) we replace t by v and use the resulting estimate of Y(o) in 
(2.10): 
Y(t) < P(t) v Y(t) + u-2 m(t) 1% + hf@p 1 . 
Returning again to (2.10) and integrating and continuing in this fashion 
leads to 
Y(t) <*kp(;;;;i ‘2v Y(t) + c-2 m(t) ~l”z-l~;;)‘! t ‘2z . 
Therefore, using (2.7) and (2.8), 
Y(t) < r2(m(t)/k(t)) [cash (W”(t) 1 t I) - l] 
< KU-~ 1 t lnf2 exp {& 1 t la + K I t I”} (1 < 1 t 1 < 2-%). 
Since Y(t) increases with 1 t I, we have in 
1 t 1 < (log a)“3 (2.12) 
1 y(t) 1 < Y(t) < KU-~ (log u)(~+~)/~ exp {K(log ~)s’~). (2.13) 
As a -+ 03, the right hand side of (2.13) tends to 0. Therefore, in the circle 
(2.12), by (24, 
&(t) - (2%!?+)-1’2&&(t) = (C - (2”?2!7r”“)-““)95~(t) + y(t) 
= O(a-l(log u)~/~ exp (8 (log a)“13}) 
+ 41) 
= o(l), (2.14) 
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which is (2.2). To obtain (2.3), use (2.13) in (2.9) to obtain y’(t) = o(l), then 
differentiate (2.14). 
LEMMA 4. As a--+~, 
A,+ 1. 
PROOF. It is well known that 
(27r)-l12 Srn d(s) eWs = in&(t). 
--m 
Also, by (1.1 l), for real t, 
I ,,,,,+&) eietdS = 0 (J” ,f,,a I s In e+ds) 
= o(1) (a+oo). 
Substitute from (1.9) into (1.3): 
i”p,&(t) = (2~r)-l’~ IQ #J&) eistdS + o(l) + otl pn I) 
-a 
= (277y2 (SW - 1, ,>,) -t- 41) + 41 Pn I) 
--m s 
= i”M> + 4) + 41 th I>. 
Hencep.,+l andh,=&-+l. 
LEMMA 5. For v > a4 
fn(ie)) = in 2(3n+l)P n-1/4(~!)--1/2 &+le-a*v-leQ~(l + T), 
whre 
7-0 (a + m), 
unijixmly in v > a4. 
PROOF. Let 
w(v) = (a2 + v2)l12fn(iv). 
Then, expressing (1.5) in terms of w, 
w”(V) - 
I (a2 f v”)” + 
a2v2 + xn 
a2 + v2 1 




T = (log a)‘i4, 
a2v2 + xn 
q2w = nvy- 9 
.S= 
I * q(t) dt, T 
z(s) = 4”/“(v) w(v). 
In terms of z and s (2.15) becomes 
d2z 
- - x(s) z p(s) z(s), 
ds2 
where 
p(s) = 8 q”(w) q-“(w) - 2 q’“(w) q-4(w) + a2(a2 + w~)-~ q--“(w). 
Let 
Z(s) = Aed + Be-*, (2.16) 
where the constants A and B are determined by the conditions 
Z(O) = 4% g (0) = g (0). 
By Lemma 3, (1.11) and (1.6) 
s(O) = q’/“(T) (a2 + T2)1/2fn(iT) 
= (2;)” (2%!&2)-1/2 aTn+112eTe/z(l + o(l)) 
2 (0) - (q112(T) (a2 + Tz)lj2 q$iw)) / g / 
V-T 
+ .A@“) $ W2(w) (a2 + v2Y21 / $ 
I u-T 
= q-l/“(T) (a2 + T2)l12 ifA + me* 
= (2i)n (2n&VJ)-ll2 nTn+l-l’2eT*/2(1 + o(l)) 
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This yields 
A = Q (z(0) + z’(0)) = (2i)” (2 9&q-1/2 ap+1&W2( 1 + o(l)), (2.17) 
B/A+0 (a --t -). (2.18) 
We want to show that Z(S) can be used as an approximate value for z(s). Let 
D(s) = z(s) - Z(s). 
Then 
D(0) = D’(0) = 0 
and 
d e-8 - @ 
ds [ i - D = P(S) W + ~(~)I, 
dD 
- - D(s) = e-* 
ds s ’ ~(4 @P@) + W91 dx 0 
= d $ (e+D(s)). 
Therefore 
edD(s) = I”, e-2Ydy !“’ p(x) @[D(x) + Z(x)] dx 
0 
’ -2 s 
’ p(x) [D(x) + Z(x)] e-5(1 - e-2(s-s)) dx. (2.19) 
0 
If 
p = sups>0 e-a D(s) 
then, by (2.16) and (2.19) 
Now 
s 
co o I ~(4 I dx = j-r I&(t)) I cd4 dt. (2.21) 
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Straightforward differentiations give 
I I 
p’(t) <K 
q(t) t ’ I I 
fr&l <K 
!I@> t2 0 2 T), 
I p(s(t)) / q(t) < Kq-9-Z < K(u2 + t”)‘P a-ft-3; 
I fW I $70) < Kr3 G”<t<a) 
I fW) I a(t) < &r1r2 (u < t). 
Therefore, by (2.21), 
I ; 1 p(x) I dx < KP2, 
and so, by (2.20), (2.17), and (2.18), 
P<o(l4+Iq)=o(l~I) (a+cq. 
By the definition of p this implies 
x(s) = Z(s) + 41 A I @> (s > 0; a+,=), 
= Ml + o(l)), (2.22) 




= T (a” + ty [I + a$$ + 0 (-j$)] fa 
= [u(u2 + ty2 + 1 2 Xna-2 log t(u + (u” + t2y2)-q; + o(l), 
uniformly in v. Hence, expanding in powers of u/v and of T/u, respectively 
s = uv - u2 - * T2 - (n + &) log T +(n + 4) log(2u) + o(1) (a-+m> 
(2.23) 
uniformly in 
v > d. 
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By (2.22), (2.23), (2.17) in w > a4 
f&z)) = q-‘/“(v) (a2 + 02)-l12 z(s) 
- a-‘/2v-1(2~)n (2n&.$j2)-‘/2 a~n+l/2eT2/2 - ‘n+1’;au-a2-T% 
__ i?I 2(3n+l)/Z(n!,l/%)-l/Z an+le-a’v-lea~( 1 4.. o(] )), 
which proves the lemma. 
III. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By comparison of Lemma 2 and Lemma 5 
hff,(a) = (2rr)l:2 .2(3n+l )i2n-li4(ny~2 ~n+ld~~(l + 0(i)) 
= 2c3n+a)12,1i4(ny/2 un+le-a2p,n(1 + o(l)) 
as a-+m. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, 
= 4&2(n!)-1 8” . 4u2n+2e-2Q’( 1 + o( 1)). 
Integrating from a to 00 and using Lemma 4 and an integration by parts 
A-$ - 1 = 47r’+!)-l8” ~m4a2~+2e-2aB&z(l + o(1)) 
(1 
= 4A2(n!)-l 8nu2n+1e-2a2( 1 +- o( 1)). 
Theorem 1 follows after multiplication by A, . 
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